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Summary               

Since the age of twelve I have been a keen free diver and have a love for the ocean. In order to access the best 
dive spots I learned to handle inboard and outboard powered boats. After sailing a passage from Menorca to Ibiza 
with a friend I discovered a passion for sailing. Which ultimately lead me to wind up my successful photographic 
studio and photojournalism career.  

Maritime Experience                                    

S/Y  Imagine D Alloy Yacht 145ft                              Sole Engineer 
April 2021 - Present 
I join the yacht at Auckland NZ, and after a short yard period at Orams we sailed from New Zealand to Spain, 
through the Panama Canal. Facing mechanical and logistic challenges we arrived after 60 days at sea in perfect 
working condition.  

S/Y  Pumula Royal Huisman 122ft                              Sole Engineer 
October 2019 - February 2021 
During my time working on Pumula, we sailed around Patagonia and across the Pacific Ocean, where everything 
can change and your mind has to be flexible to try to find solution to engineering problems with the options 
available onboard and on this remote places. Learning a lot on planning and early maintenance, plus setting up 
IDEA program for the yacht. Due to the characteristics of the Yacht my skills on troubleshooting and logic 
engineering thinking had been a key point on keeping to yacht running. 

S/Y  Seawave Southern Wind 102ft        Sole Engineer/Mate 
March 2018 - September 2019  
During my time working on Seawave, I was in charge of all the machinery, carrying out task such as daily, 
monthly and yearly maintenance. In my dual role as Engineer/Mate I was managing contractors during the yard. I 
also dealt with any unexpected issues that occur during the season. As a mate I had responsibility of the high 
standards of maintenance that the owner requested to keep. 

S/Y  The Aquarius Perini Navi 46mts       Bosun / 2n Engineer  
September 2016  - March 2018.  The year and a half that I’ve been working on this yacht it’s has been a really 
intense program. I’ve been working really hard on both departments to take back to super yacht standards a 27 
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years old yacht. As a bosun my duties are focus when the owner is onboard managing the sails, tenders and the 
deck. As a 2n Engineer, I managed the engineer watches during the longs passages and work full time during the 
off boss time or yard periods.  

S/Y Aquarius Perini Navi 46mts       Bosun / 2n Engineer  
May 2016  - August 2016 Small refit in Genoa, due to prepare the yacht to got sold to the new owner. Working 
together with the Engineer, checking and fixing all the problems in the sailing system, hydraulics, among other 
problems.  

Previous Employment                           

Photepo-studio.com                    Proprietor & Manager 
2004 -2014 - Set up a photographic studio based in Barcelona. From 2004 to 2014. I had to meet tight deadlines, 
and work long hours. Management of a team of five freelance workers.  

La Vanguardia & El Periodico                               Photojournalist  
2011 to 2014. Working as a freelance photographer dealing with extreme deadlines, competition between 
colleagues, difficult and sometimes controversial subject matter. www.peposubiranas.com 

Interests             

Surfing and spearfishing are my main hobbies. I have been honing my skills in spearfishing since 2006. I take 
great pleasure in bringing fresh food to the table, particularly for guests.  

I take part in a variety of outdoors sports particularly diving, rock climbing, and mountaineering. I have a good 
head for heights and am comfortable working aloft. 

My interest and skills as professional photographer played an important role, being able to take high quality 
photos of the yacht and the activities that the guests were enjoying during their time onboard. While sailing, 
diving, or doing water activities.  I was able to delivered an amazing memories of the time onboard.  One of the 
highlights during my time on Seawave, was winning the “ SWS around the work” a Southern Wind photographic 
contest  featured on his annual magazine.  
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